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Abstract: We discuss non-perturbative corrections to the neutrino sector, in the context
of a D-brane Pati-Salam-like model, that can be obtained as a simple alternative to SO(10)
GUT's in theories with open and unoriented strings. In such D-brane models, exotic stringy
instantons can correct the right-handed neutrino mass matrix in a calculable way, thus af-
fecting mass hierarchies and modifying the see-saw mechanism to what we name exotic
see-saw. For a wide range of parameters, a compact spectrum of right-handed neutrino
masses can occur that gives rise to a predictive scenario for low energy observables. This
model also provides a viable mechanism for Baryon Asymmetry in the Universe (BAU)
through leptogenesis. Finally, a Majorana mass for the neutron is naturally predicted in
the model, leading to potentially testable neutron-antineutron oscillations. Combined mea-
surements in neutrino and neutron-antineutron sectors could provide precious informations
on physics at the quantum gravity scale.
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1 Introduction
In [1], Majorana proposed the existence of extra mass terms of the form m  + h:c, in
which  is a neutral fermion, such as a neutrino or a neutron. Majorana's proposal has
never seemed to be so up-to-date and intriguing as today. In fact, from several measures of
atmospheric, solar, accelerator and reactor neutrinos, neutrino oscillations have been fully
conrmed. These observations represent evidence that neutrinos are massive. Majorana's
proposal goes even beyond the mass issues: a Majorana mass term for neutrinos or for the
neutron leads to violation of Lepton (L) and Baryon (B) numbers as L = 2 and B = 2,
respectively. The Standard Model (SM) does not oer an adequate explanation of the
observed Matter-Antimatter asymmetry in our Universe, i.e. the SM does not generate
the necessary Lepton and/or Baryon number asymmetries in the primordial Universe. The
possibility of a Majorana mass term for neutrino or neutron can disclose new paths towards
the origin of the observed asymmetry and its possible dynamical generation, through a
viable mechanism for baryogenesis.
See-saw Type I mechanism is considered one of the most elegant ways to explain the
observed smallness of neutrino masses [2{6]. In see-saw Type I, right-handed (RH) neutri-
nos with masses much higher than the electroweak (EW) scale are required. Remarkably,
this mechanism oers a simple and natural solution for leptogenesis, a model of baryogen-
esis where the lightest RH neutrino can decay into lighter particles [7]. In the primordial
universe, near the EW phase transition, leptons, quarks and Higgs also interact via B +L

















conversion of part of the initial lepton number asymmetry into a baryonic one [15]. More-
over, the complex Yukawa couplings of the RH neutrinos can provide new sources of CP
violation. All Sakharov's conditions to dynamically generate baryon asymmetry [8] are
satised: 1) out of thermal equilibrium condition; 2) CP violations; 3) baryon number
violation. The sphaleron-mediated eective interactions were calculated for the rst time
by t'Hooft [14]. These eects are strongly suppressed in our present cosmological epoch
but, in the primordial thermal bath, they are expected to be unsuppressed, leading to
non-negligible corrections to the chemical potentials.
The see-saw mechanism can be naturally embedded in a Pati-Salam (PS) model
SU(3)cSU(2)LSU(2)RU(1)B L or SU(4)cSp(2)LSp(2)R [16]. As suggested in [6]
Majorana masses for neutrinos can be elegantly connected to a spontaneous symme-
try breaking of parity and to leptogenesis. In fact the RH masses are related to Left-
Right scale and U(1)B L  SU(4)c spontaneous symmetry breaking scale. On the other
hand, a RH neutrinos mass scale of order MR  10913 GeV is necessary for consistent
leptogenesis [27].
As a natural step beyond a PS-model, SO(10) GUT could unify the SM with U(1)B L
via an intermediate SU(4)cSU(2)LSU(2)R PS-like gauge group.1 However, let us recall
that the SO(10) GUT scenario presents some challenging theoretical problems, that are
generally solved at the cost of some complications of the initial GUT model. Problems
such as proton destabilization and the imperfect unication of coupling constants are gen-
erally alleviated in SUSY SO(10) GUT. With or without SUSY, the most serious hierarchy
problem for SO(10) and other GUTs is the doublet-triplet splitting. The standard Higgs
doublet is contained in 10H (or 5H + 5

H in SU(5)), leading to dangerous scale-mixing dia-
grams between standard doublets and heavier Higgs triplets inside 10H . In other words, a
stabilization of the ordinary doublet at much smaller scales than MGUT ' 101516 GeV is
highly unnatural, i.e. it reintroduces another Higgs hierarchy problem even if one assumes
1 TeV SUSY breaking scale.2
In SO(10), the quark-lepton symmetry makes the reconciliation of leptogenesis and see-
saw mechanism more problematic. In fact, assuming the spontaneous symmetry breaking
scale of SU(4)cSU(2)LSU(2)R ! SU(3)cSU(2)LU(1)Y around R ' 1011 GeV, the
lightest RH eigenstate N1, which is generally the main responsible for generating a lepton
asymmetry, acquires a mass MR1  109 GeV. Unfortunately, this value is well below the
Davidson-Ibarra (DI) bound [27] (MDI & 109 GeV), guaranteeing a sucient production
of lepton asymmetry from RH neutrino decays. There are basically three ways out of this
diculty. One possibility is to consider leptogenesis where crucial contributions arise via
the decays of heavier RH neutrinos, with masses above the DI limit [28{34]. Alternatively,
one can assume a highly compact spectrum [35, 36]. Finally, in a situation in which one
1Recent discussions about SO(10) GUT can be found in [9{13].
2The doublet-triplet problem can be solved in dierent ways in GUT models. The most popular solution
is the missing partner or vacuum-expectation-value mechanism for SU(5) [17]. In SO(10), an implementation
of this mechanism was shown in [18]. As an alternative, we mention pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson


















pair of RH neutrinos is highly degenerate, the DI bound can be avoided through a resonant
enhancement of CP asymmetries [37, 38]. Let us observe that the latter two scenarios are
not easily incorporated in SO(10).3
Lastly, it is undoubtable that SO(10) cannot provide a way to unify gravity with the
other interactions. Indeed, SO(10) scenarios are not the only possible completion of PS-like
models. In IIA and IIB superstring theory, a natural way to construct a PS-like model can
be achieved through a system of intersecting D-branes stacks wrapping some sub-manifold
(`cycles') in a Calabi-Yau (CY) compactications with open strings ending on them. In this
class of models, a dierent kind of geometric unication can be achieved, including gravity
| even if string theory were incomplete, even if quantum gravity were only understood par-
tially.4 Recently, a simple D-branes PS-like model was suggested in [47]. In [47], we have no-
ticed that a Higgs sector composed of (10; 1; 1);c(10; 1; 1), LL(1; 3; 1); RR(1; 1; 3) and
hLR(1; 2; 2), the latter containing SM Higgses, can reproduce the right pattern of fermion
masses. However, the above Higgses cannot break SU(4)SU(2)R down to SU(3)U(1)Y
in the desired way. This spontaneous symmetry breaking can be obtained through Higgs
superelds H(4; 1; 2) and H(4; 1; 2). In SO(10), they are usually contained in 16H ; 16H . H
has the same representation FR of the standard fermions and their super-partners, while
H is in the conjugate one. They can be decomposed in components as













The vacuum expectation values (VEVs) along the \sneutrino" components
h Hi = hcRi ; hHi = hcRi (1.3)
break SU(4)SU(2)R to SU(3)U(1)Y . VEVs (1.3) have to be higher than hci; hRRi
in order to guarantee the right symmetry breaking pattern.5 In this model a Majorana
mass for the neutron and extra terms in the RH neutrinos mass matrix are generated by
Euclidean D2-branes (or E2-branes), wrapping a dierent 3-cycle with respect to the or-
dinary D6-branes. Such E2's are called exotic instantons. They are a dierent kind of
instantons not present in gauge theories. The eect of E2s are calculable and controllable
in models like our one. Unlike `gauge' instantons, `exotic' instantons do not admit an
3For recent literature discussing these aspects, see [40{42].
4As in GUTs, also in these models we can nd some dicult theoretical problems: i) the identication
of the precise CY singularity for the D-brane construction, ii) the quantitative stabilization of geometric
moduli for the particular realistic particle physics model considered. These problems are expected to be
solved by including uxes and the eects of stringy instantons. For the moment, awaiting for a more
precise quantitative UV completion (global embedding) of our model, we can neglect these problematics.
Our attitude is to consider eective string-inspired models, locally free from anomalies and tadpoles and
interesting for phenomenology of particle physics and cosmology. On the other hand, attempts to solve the
problems mentioned above are the main topics of an intense investigation. For example, see [44{46] for
recent discussions.
5For this reason, a TeV-ish Left-Right symmetry breaking is not favored by our precise model. Comments


















ADHM construction. See [49, 50] for useful reviews of these aspects.6 The main new
peculiar feature of exotic instantons is that they can violate vector-like symmetries like
baryon and lepton numbers! B/L-violations by exotic E2-instantons are not necessarily
suppressed: suppression factors depend on the particular size of the 3-cycles wrapped in
the CY compactication by exotic E2-instantons. A dynamical violation of a symmetry is
something \smarter" than an explicit one: all possible dangerous operators are not gene-
rated by exotic instantons, only few interesting operators can be generated. For instance,
an eective operator (ucdcdc)2=5nn is generated in our model, without proton destabiliza-
tion: a residual discrete symmetry is preserved by exotic instantons, avoiding B = 1
processes but allowing n n (B = 2) transitions [43]. In particular, such transitions are
mediated by three color scalar sextets present in our model. E2-instantons generate an ee-
ctive superpotential term WE2 = (6)ucuc(6)dcdc(6)dcdchS(1)i=ME , where 6 = (6; 1)+2=3 and
S = (1; 1) 2 are contained in (10; 1; 1) of SU(4)cSp(2)LSp(2)R. When S takes an expe-
ctation value, spontaneously breaking U(1)B L, an eective trilinear interaction for (6)s is
generated at low energies of orderME MS , where MS is the string scale. n n transition
can be obtained from WE2 and renormalizable operators, present in our model and coded






dcdc, with 5nn ' MEM2ucucM2dcdcMSUSY=vB L where
MSUSY is the SUSY breaking scale, vB L the U(1)B L breaking VEV. Its scale can be as
low as  ' 1000 TeV, corresponding to n n transitions in vacuum (no magnetic-elds,
outside nuclei) with nn ' 100 yr, i.e. 10 33p decay [52]. The next generation of experi-
ments promises to test exactly this scale, enhancing the current best limits for nn [53] by
two orders of magnitude [54{56]. In string theory, MS needs not be necessarily close to
the Planck scale, it can easily stay at a lower scale. Similarly the SUSY breaking scale is
not necessarily at the TeV scale - since we are only interested in SUSY as a symmetry for
superstring theory, we will consider it to be around the String scale.7 Direct limits on color
sextet scalars can be obtained from FCNCs as discussed in [60, 61], usually stronger than
LHC ones [62, 63].8 In the present paper, we discuss quantitative predictions of our PS-like
model for low energy observables in neutrino physics, as done in the literature for SO(10)
GUT's. We show that our model can be remarkably predictive for neutrino physics, expo-
sing a quark-lepton symmetry and a compact spectrum of RH neutrinos with masses above
the DI bound for leptogenesis. The compactness of the mass spectrum of RH neutrinos is
related to the geometrical proprieties of the relevant mixed disk amplitudes. Our model
provides a theoretical framework where a compact RH spectrum emerges naturally. In our
phenomenological analysis, we will take into account a non vanishing value of the lepton
mixing angle 13, as measured in [71{73], assuming the best t value given in [73]. We will
6See [51] for a recent paper on D-brane instantons in chiral quiver theories.
7An alternative mechanism for Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) can be envisaged. As proposed
in [43, 57{59], a Post-Sphaleron Baryogenesis mediated by color scalar sextets could be a viable alternative
to a Leptogenesis-Sphaleron mechanism. An intriguing possibility is to test this scenario in Neutron-
Antineutron physics. Color scalar sextets are naturally embedded not only in SO(10), but also in our
model with intersecting D-branes, as extensively discussed in [47].
8For other D-branes model generating a Majorana mass for the neutron and other intriguing signatures


















see how the compactness of the RH neutrinos mass spectrum leads to consistent solution
with a non-zero Dirac phase  6= 0, in the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nagakawa-Sakata (PMNS)
mixing matrix. The solutions obtained then x the other unknown low energy parameters:
the PMNS CP violating phases ; ;  (modulo signs) and the left-handed (LH) neutrino
mass scale M1. We also predict the RH neutrino masses. The numerical approach follows
the path drawn in the context of SO(10) GUT, where a compact RH spectrum represented
a somewhat arbitrary assumption [35, 36]. The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2
we review and amend a Pati-Salam-like model with gauge U(4)Sp(2)LSp(2)R based on
unoriented D-branes proposed in [47]. In section 4 we calculate relevant parameters for
leptogenesis in a case where the right order of magnitude and sign of the BAU is recovered,
a non trivial result in view of the high level of predictability of the present model.
2 Pati-Salam-like D-brane models
The eective theory, in the low energy limit, is described by a Pati-Salam gauge group
U(4)Sp(2)LSp(2)R. U(4) is generated by a stacks of 4 D6-branes and their images
U 0(4) under 
.9 Sp(2)L;R are supported on two stacks of two D-branes each lying on top
of the 
-plane.10 We also consider three Euclidean D2-branes (or E2-branes) on top of the

-plane, corresponding to three Exotic O(1) Instantons. Let us call these E2; E20; E200.
Quarks and leptons in Left and Right fundamental representations FL;R  (4; 2L); (4; 2R),
are reproduced as open strings stretching from the U(4)-stack to the Left or Right Sp(2)L;R-
stacks (respectively). Analogously, but at variant w.r.t. the original model [47], Higgs H =
(4; 2R) and its conjugate H = (4; 2R) are introduced as extra intersections of the U(4)-
stack with Sp(2)R. Extra color states  = (10; 1; 1), and their conjugates, are obtained
as open strings stretching from the U(4)-stack to its 
 image U(4)0-stack. LL = (1; 3; 1)
and RR = (3; 1; 1) correspond to strings with both end-points attached to the Sp(2)L;R
(respectively). Higgs elds hLR = (2; 2; 1) are massless strings stretching from Sp(2)L
to Sp(2)R. The quiver on the left of gure 1 automatically encodes the following super-
potential terms [47]:



























9Let us recall that 
-planes are introduced for quantum consistency and tadpole cancellations. See
references [74{81, 81, 82, 82, 83, 83{86] for a complete discussion of these aspects.
10Let us note that, generically, in D-brane models, one cannot construct directly SU(N) gauge groups.
For this reason we cannot obtain directly a PS model, but an extended one, with U(4) rather than SU(4)
and Sp(2)L;R rather than SU(2)L;R. In fact, N parallel branes stacked together (with open strings ending
on them) will produce, at low energy limit, U(N); SO(N); Sp(2N) gauge theories. In particular, U(N) is
obtained if the D-brane stack does not lie on the 
-plane. On the other hand, if the D-brane stack lies
on the 
-plane, one obtains SO(N) or Sp(2N) (for 
 respectively). 
-planes seem necessary in order to






























































Y (:::) are 33 Yukawa matrices; the mass scales MF ::: are considered as free parameters:
they depend on the particular completion of our model, i.e. they could be near MS , the
string scale, as well as at lower scales.11 The super-potential terms (2.3) can be generated
by two E2-brane instantons shown in gure 1: O(1)0; O(1)00 intersect twice the U(4) stack
and O(1) intersects twice the U(4)-stack and once the Sp(2)R-stack (2R on the left side




 appear as massless excitations of open
strings ending on U(4) O(1), U(4) O(1)0, Sp(2)R O(1)0 respectively; i = 1; 4 and  =
1; 2 are indices of U(4) and Sp(2)R respectively. Integrating over the fermionic modulini,
we exactly recover the interactions (2.5) and (2.3), as shown in [47] or in [89{91, 93] in





+SE200 , where SE20;E200 depend on geometric moduli, associated to 3-cycles
of the CY3, around which E2
0; E200 are wrapped.






(Stu stands for Stuckelberg, see below) and hLR contain the standard Higgses for the
nal electroweak symmetry breaking. Decuplets decompose as c = c6 + T
c + Sc, with
6 = 6Y=+2=3, T = 3Y= 2=3, S = 1Y= 2, and the singlet S takes a VEV.
Let us note that the extra U(1)4  U(4)c is anomalous in gauge theory. In string theory
a generalization of the Green-Schwarz mechanism can cure these anomalies. Generalized
Chern-Simons (GCS) terms are generally required in this mechanism. The new vector
boson Z 0 associated to U(1)4 gets a mass via a Stuckelberg mechanism.13
11The mass terms m and mL;R can be generated by R-R or NS-NS 3-forms uxes in the bulk, in a
T-dual Type IIB description, i.e. m   ijkhHijk + iFijki, mL;R   ijkhH(L;R)ijk + iF (L;R)ijk i, with H3
RR-RR and F3 NS-NS 3-forms. In general, H3; F3 are not avour diagonal since uxes through dierent
cycles, wrapped by dierent D-branes, could be dierent. For recent discussions of mass deformed quivers
and dimers see [94].
12In [89{91, 93] Majorana masses for neutrinos are completely generated by exotic instantons.
13See [95{106] for discussions about these aspects in dierent contexts, and [47] for comments on impli-
cations in PS models, like ZR   Z0 mixings or GCS interactions ZR   Z0   Z or ZR   Z0    etc (where
ZR is the SU(2)R Z-boson). Another implementation of the Stuckelberg mechanism is in the realization of
Lorentz Violating Massive gravity [107{109]. Recently, geodetic instabilities of Stuckelberg Lorentz Violat-
ing Massive gravity were discussed in [110] (and also connected to solutions of naked singularities discussed
in [111]). We would like to stress that GCS terms generate UV divergent triangles that are cured by consid-
ering UV completions with KK states or string excitations. For issues in scattering amplitudes and collider

















Figure 1. On the left, the unoriented quiver for a Pati-Salam-like model U(4)Sp(2)LSp(2)R is
shown. Circles, labeled by 4; 2L; 2R, correspond to the U(4); Sp(2)L; Sp(2)R gauge groups, respec-
tively. The U(4) stack is identied with its mirror image through an 
+-plane. Sp(2)L;R correspond
to stacks of two D6-branes lying on the 
+-plane. The triangles are E2-branes lying on the 
+
plane, corresponding to O(1) instantons. E20; E200-instantons generate a quartic superpotential for
(10; 1; 1) and c(10; 1; 1), leading to an eective Majorana mass for the neutron. On the right,
the eective unoriented quiver theory after Higgsing via H; H is shown. From the quiver on the
left to the one on the right, extra undesired modulini appear, that are assumed to be lifted by a
combination of higgsing and uxes. The E2-instanton generates a PMNS mass matrix for neutrinos.
The PS-like quiver generates the (MS)SM-like quiver on the right side after splitting the Sp(2)R
D-branes from the 
+-plane.
The nal eective (MS)SM embedding quiver that we will consider is obtained from
the previous SUSY PS-like quiver through a splitting of nodes 4 ! 3 + 1 and 2R ! 1 + 10.
In this new quiver, E2 intersects U(1) and U^(1)0 as shown on the right of gure 1, where
U^ 0(1) is the 
-image of U 0(1). In the Higgsing from SUSY PS-like quiver to SUSY SM-
like, extra undesired modulini are obtained. In particular, colored modulini at E2 U(3)
intersections. We assume that these modulini are lifted out by Higgsings and uxes. This
technical aspect deserves future investigation beyond the purposes of this paper. As a




where NaR are RH neutrinos (a = 1; 2; 3 label neutrino species), contained, as singlet,
inside FR. The generated mass matrix isMab = Y (0)
0
ab MSe
 SE2 , where Y (0)
0
ab is the Yukawa
matrix parameterizing masses and mixings among RH neutrinos, depending of course on
the particular E2 intersections with ordinary D6-branes stacks. Let us note that the

















down to U(3)c, and Sp(2)R down to U
0(1). This will impose bounds on the parameters
that we will discuss in section 2.
Now, let us discuss electroweak symmetry breaking in our present model: as mentioned
before, this is due to the VEVs hhLRi of the complex Higgs bi-doublets hLR yielding the
tree-level mass relations for leptons and quarks
md = me and mu = mD (2.6)
wheremD are Dirac masses of neutrinos. From (2.6), tight hierarchy constraints on RH neu-
trino masses are predicted: as a result the neutrino's hierarchy is related to the up-quarks.
It is interesting to observe that the hierarchy obtained at the perturbative level (with closed-
string uxes generating the M2 scale) is corrected by exotic instantons, parametrized by
Mab. Left-Right symmetry breaking pattern implies
mD = mu and VL = VCKM (2.7)

















as shown in [47].








A natural situation for our quiver is that E20 induce non-perturbative mass terms for RH
neutrinos of the same order, i.e. ME2R;1 ' ME2R;2 ' ME2R;3 where 1,2,3 are generation indices.
As a consequence, ME2R;1;2;3 ' 10913 GeV and we obtain a highly degenerate RH mass
spectrum in a good range for leptogenesis, non-perturbative mass corrections are higher
than or at least of the same order as the perturbative ones. Naturally, such a situation
does not imply a highly degenerate LH mass spectrum, since a large quark-lepton hierarchy





R '  mDm 1 mD (2.10)
since in our model mD = m
T
D. From (2.10) one can get information on the RH neu-

















quark-lepton symmetry. In general, a quark-lepton symmetry complicates BAU mecha-
nisms because it imposes a strong hierarchy in the neutrino sector: under the assumption
that v1v2=M2 ' 101113 GeV with v1 = hRRi and v2 = hci, the lightest RH eigenstate
N1 takes a mass much smaller than the Davidson-Ibarra bound [27], MN1  109 GeV,
i.e. N1 decays cannot guarantee a sucient production of lepton asymmetry. Fortunately,
non perturbative E2 contributions can generate a compact RH neutrino spectrum above
the DI bound, i.e. the mass eigenvalues of RH neutrino mass matrix are highly degen-
erate and higher than 109 GeV. We would like to stress that, unlike SO(10) GUTs, our
model provides a natural mechanism to obtain a compact RH neutrino hierarchy. Let us
also observe that, after the splitting in gure 1, we obtain an eective cubic interaction








6 which violates Baryon number as B = 2 and
generates a Majorana mass for neutrons [47], as mentioned in the introduction. On the
other hand, exotic instantons can preserve discrete sub-symmetries Z
(B;L=1)
2 , avoiding
proton destabilization, but allowing L;B = 2 processes. However, B = 2 violating
operators can also destabilize the proton if one consider all L = 1 mixing terms among
FL;R and H; H in (2.1). Higher order operators of this kind are generated by uxes, so
that one can naturally assume that they are suppressed by a mass scale larger than MS .
So, potentially dangerous terms are
WY (5);L=1 = Y (5)hLRFLh Hi and W;L=1 = 00FRH
These terms are easily understood: H is like a fourth generation of FR. So that, calling
Ff=1;4R = (F f=1;3R ; H), they generically mix through
Wf = fHFfR = 0H H + 00HFR
Such mass terms can be diagonalized so that the mixing term HFR can be rotated away
in the mass eigenstate basis. Similarly, WY (5) can be incorporated in the standard Yukawa
term as
WYf = Yf 0=1;3;f=1;4hLRF f
0















In order to avoid proton destabilization, we can impose the following condition on matrices
f and Yf
fYf = 0 (2.11)
Relation (2.11) automatically guarantees matrices of the form
f = (
0; 0; 0; 0)T
Yf = (0; Y (0)f=1; Y (0)f=2; Y (0)f=3)
in the basis FfR = (F f=1;2;3R ; H).
A natural geometric explanation of eq. (2.11) could come from global intersecting D-
brane models, consistently completing our local one in the Calabi-Yau singularity. The

















However, the presence of internal bulk R-R or NS-NS uxes can discriminate dierent
intersections of two stacks of D6-branes i.e. dierent avors from one another. Alternatively,
one can consider that the local quiver theory in gure 1 could come from a (or more) Gepner
model(s). In Gepner models, the Calabi-Yau space has a more complicated geometry than
for example a toroidal orbifold, inducing accidental discrete symmetries in the low energy
limits. For example, the intersections of two stacks on a torus are geometrically equivalent,
while in a complicated topological deformation of a torus \avor democracy" is broken.
This aects the vertex operators of an open string massless fermion VF = VSintf , where
VS = u(k)Se =2eikX accounts for the space-time part, while intf is an internal spin
eld depending on the avor. Similarly for massless scalars VB = 	intf e eikX , with 	intf
being a chiral primary operator. A Yukawa coupling, like hLRFLFR, will give rise to a
avor matrix Yf1f2f3 proportional to h	intf1 intf2 intf3 i. As a consequence, the suppression
of WY (5);L=1 can be geometrically understood as emerging from dierent inequivalent
intersections among the same stacks of branes.14
2.1 Free parameters
In this section we will comment on the relevant parameters in our model and clarify our
assumptions.
2.1.1 Supersymmetry and string scale
First, let us clarify the role of supersymmetry in our considerations. Clearly, if the SUSY
breaking scale is assumed to be MSUSY ' 1 TeV, this will introduce several extra param-
eters relevant for leptogenesis. A TeV-scale SUSY will complicate one-loop (n-loops) con-
tributions, introducing extra CP-violating phases in RH-neutrino decays. Here, we will as-
sume that supersymmetry has nothing to do with the hierarchy problem of the Higgs mass,
i.e. SUSY has the role to stabilize instanton calculations and to eliminate tachyonic states
from the present string model. While the second aspect is crucial for the consistency of our
model, saving us from \ghting" with instabilities, and imposing a bound on the SUSY-
scale as MSUSY ' MS , the rst aspect is \less fundamental", since it only has the role of
simplifying istanton calculations. This requires MSUSY 'MSe SE2 & 109 GeV. As a result,
supersymmetric particles do not give any relevant contributions to RH neutrino decays.15
2.1.2 Relevant eective Lagrangian and free parameters
After the spontaneous breaking of SUSY, U(4) symmetry and Left-Right symmetry, the
eective Lagrangian in the neutrino sector reads
Le = Y (0)hhuilR +
Y (2)
M2
Rh'RRiRhci+ Y (0)0MSe SE2RR (2.12)
14For recent literature on emergent discrete symmetries in (MS)SM-like and PS-like models, see [115, 139]
and references therein.
15One could speculate that dark matter is a hidden parallel system of intersecting D-branes. Implications

















where hu is the scalar component of the supereld Hu contained in the bi-doublet su-
pereld hLR, R are the RH neutrinos, the fermionic component of the the RH neutrino
supermultiplets, 'RR; 
c are the scalar components of the supermultiplets RR;
c.
Therefore, the number of relevant free parameters in the neutrino sector is
Nf:p: = nY 0 + nY 2 + nY 00 + nVEV1 + nVEV2 + nFlux + nE2 = 22 (2.13)
(f.p. stands for free-parameters) where nY 0;2 = 6 are the number of free parameters in
the Yukawa matrices Y (0); Y (2); Y (0)
0
respectively; nVEV1;VEV2 account for the number of
ratios between extra VEVs v1;2 with respect to vEW, i.e. z1 = v1=vEW and z2 = v2=vEW;
nFlux = 1 is the number of non-perturbative scales generated by uxes entering in the
neutrino sector, i.e. MF2 (or z3 = MF2=vEW); nE2 parameterizes the size of the 3-cycle
wrapped by E2-brane.
Under reasonable assumptions, the number of free parameters can be signicantly
reduced. In the following analysis, we will suppose a dominance of non-perturbative eects:
ME2R  MPR (all matrix parameters). In this case, nVEV1;VEV2;Flux;Y2 are irrelevant, as
they are related to tiny extra corrections. In this case, the mass matrix of RH neutrinos is
practically completely generated by the E2-instanton! AB: the hierarchy ME2R MPR can
be understood as follows. The E2-instanton generates a mass matrix for neutrinos with an
absolute value MSe
 3=gs , where 3 is the volume of 3-cycles wrapped by the E2-instanton
on CY3. Volumes of 3-cycles (in string units) can be as small as 3 ' 1, or as large as
3  1. In other words, the hierarchy among RH neutrino masses and the string scale can
be considered as a free parameter. On the other hand, the Y (2)-term is suppressed by the
scale of the non-perturbative ux, that can easily be near the string-scale so as to justify
the assumed hierarchy ME2R MPR .
As a consequence, the number of relevant parameters will simply be
Nf:p: ' nY 0 + nY 00 + nE2 = 6 + 6 + 1 = 13 (2.14)
Let us note that such a situation requires v1v2=MF2  109 GeV. But v1;2 < vR with
vR & 109 GeV: exotic instanton eects are related to a Stuckelberg mechanism for U(1)B L,
otherwise they will violate the B-L gauge symmetry. On the other hand, vR & 109 GeV
since exotic instantons have to distinguish RH neutrinos from Ec at this very scale! As a
consequence, MF2  109 GeV satises these bounds. This situation seems natural: MF2
are related to closed-string uxes, i.e. another kind of quantum gravity eects.
3 Phenomenology in neutrino physics
In this section we derive our predictions for yet-unknown low energy neutrino parameters,
the mass of the lowest neutrino state and the phases of the PMNS (Pontecorvo-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata) matrix.
3.1 Conditions for a compact RH neutrino spectrum
As mentioned in section 2, the Dirac neutrino mass matrix mD is symmetric, thus it can
























where mdiagD  diag(mD1;mD2;mD3) with real and non-negative eigenvalues m(D1;D2;D3).
The seesaw condition expressed in eq. (2.10) yields
MR =  V yLmdiagD AmdiagD V L (3.2)
where we have dened a matrix A, symmetric by construction, as





In terms of the matrix elements of A and VL, the RH mass matrix elements become
MR11 =  A11V 2L11m2D1  A22V 2L21m2D2  A33V 2L31m2D3+
  2A12V L11V L21mD1mD2   2A13V L11V L31mD1mD3   2A23V L11V L21mD2mD3
MR12 =  A11V L11V L12m2D1  A22V L21V L22m2D2  A33V L31V L32m2D3+
 A12(V L12V L21 + V L11V L22)mD1mD2  A13(V L12V L31 + V L11V L32)mD1mD3+
 A23(V L22V L31 + V L21V L32)mD2mD3
MR13 =  A11V L11V L13m2D1  A22V L21V L23m2D2  A33V L31V L33m2D3+
 A12(V L13V L21 + V L11V L23)mD1mD2  A13(V L13V L31 + V L11V L33)mD1mD3+
 A23(V L23V L31 + V L21V L33)mD2mD3
MR22 =  A11V 2L12m2D1  A22V 2L22m2D2  A33V 2L32m2D3+
  2A12V L12V L22mD1mD2   2A13V L12V L32mD1mD3   2A23V L22V L32mD2mD3
MR23 =  A11V L12V L13m2D1  A22V L22V L23m2D2  A33V L32V L33m2D3+
 A12(V L13V L22 + V L12V L23)mD1mD2  A13(V L13V L32 + V L12V L33)mD1mD3+
 A23(V L23V L32 + V L22V L33)mD2mD3
MR33 =  A11V L13m2D1  A22V 2L23m2D2  A33V 2L33m2D3   2A12V L13V L23mD1mD2+
  2A13V L13V L33mD1mD3   2A23V L23V L33mD2mD3 (3.4)
Since the matrix MR is also symmetric by construction, one has MRij = MRji for any
i; j = 1; 2; 3. Motivated by quark-lepton symmetry, we assume, as for quarks, a large
hierarchy in the eigenvalues of the Dirac mass matrix for leptons, that is
mD1  mD2  mD3 (3.5)
The hierarchy assumption in (3.5) implies that the elements of A are at most mildly
hierarchical, and the same holds for the RH neutrino spectrum. Therefore only specic
constraints on the A matrix can enforce the conditions that ensure that the RH neutrino
spectrum is compact. We can immediately see that a generically compact RH spectrum
would result by suppressing the entries proportional to A23 and A33. In that case, all
matrix elements become of the same order of magnitude, that is mD1mD3  m2D2. In rst
approximation, we can set

















Let us stress that while the approximation (3.6) has the virtue of simplifying the analysis,
a generic compact RH neutrino spectrum can be obtained by xing the A23 and A33 values
to any suciently small number.
The precise form of the VL matrix is not crucial to ensure the compactness of the
RH spectrum, provided it does not have unnaturally large matrix elements. Guided by the
symmetries of the model, discussed in section 2, we assume that in the diagonal basis for the
down-quarks and charged leptons mass matrices, the unitary rotation VL that diagonalizes
the symmetric matrix mD coincides with the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
that diagonalizes mu. In other terms, we set, according to eq. (2.7)
VL = VCKM (3.7)
where VCKM is the CKM matrix encoding quark mixing.
3.2 Low energy observables
The PMNS matrix is the lepton conterpart of the CKM mixing matrix in the quark sector.
If neutrinos are Majorana particles, there are two more physical phases with respect to the
CKM matrix. By adopting the standard parametrization in terms of three Euler mixing
angles 12, 23 and 13, a Dirac phase , and two Majorana phases  and , the PMNS
mixing matrix can be written as:
UPMNS = U
0







0B@ c12c13 s12c13 s13e i s12c23   c12s23s13ei c12c23   s12s23s13ei s23c13
s12s23   c12c23s13ei  c12s23   s12c23s13ei c23c13
1CA (3.9)
Here cij = cos ij and sij = sin ij , with i and j labeling families that are coupled through
that angle (i; j = 1; 2; 3). In the basis in which the charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal,









mdiag = diag(m1;m2;m3) (3.11)
Since the matrix VL is also unitary, we choose the same parameterization as for the PMNS





s013; 0. Their values are the same as the ones in the CKM matrix because of the assumption
VL = VCKM, discussed in section 3.1.
In section 2.1.2 we have operated a counting of the fundamental free parameters of
the model, and found 13 real parameters in the case of dominance of non-perturbative
eects. Under the assumption of symmetry expressed by eq. (2.7), the values of these 13

















They are: the three quark masses mu; mc; mt, the two neutrino mass-squared dierences
m221; m
2






13 and the three PMNS mixing angles
12; 23; 13, amounting to 11 real observables. Imposing on the complex elements of the
matrix A the two additional conditions in (3.6), A23 = A33 = 0, implies that the set of
real fundamental parameters must satisfy two additional requirements, that is Re(A23) =
Re(A33) = 0. Thus the parameter space of the model remains completely determined,
allowing to obtain a quantitative prediction for the absolute neutrino mass scale m1.












This equality connects A to the observables listed before, and the conditions A23 = A33 = 0
determine two relations among them, that we generically indicate with
f([0ij ; 
0; 12; 23; 13;m221]; ;m1; ; ) = 0 (3.13)
g([0ij ; 
0; 12; 23; 13;m231]; ;m1; ; ) = 0 (3.14)
where f and g are known functions. We have eliminated m2 and m3 by using their rela-











projecting f and g onto their absolute values, we obtain two relations between real quan-
tities connecting the mass m1 and the PMNS phase . Extracting imaginary parts from
equations (3.13) and (3.14) gives nontrivial relations between the observable 0 and the
PMNS phases, and allows to determine  and  in terms of m1, , and the known mixing
angles and mass squared dierences.
In eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) the input parameters are listed in square brackets. Their
approximate averages, which for our purpose represent an adequate level of approximation,
are reported in table 1. Neutrinos mass squared dierences are taken from the global t in
ref. [145] and renormalized to the scale  = 109 GeV (MR), with a multiplicative factor
r2 (r = 1:25, according to the prescription in ref. [144]). The up-quark masses, renormalized
to the scale , are taken from table IV in ref. [143]. The CKM mixing angles 0ij and CKM
phase 0 are derived from the values of the Wolfenstein parameters given by the PDG [146].
The PMNS mixing angles are taken from the global t in table 1 of ref. [145], under the
assumption of normal hierarchy of the neutrino masses. Renormalization eects for the
CKM and PMNS parameters have been neglected. It is worth noting that the jVubj puzzle
keeps aecting the uncertainty of the small 013 value.16
Given that the signs of 12; 23 and 13 are not determined in oscillation experiments,
depending on the possible choices ij the two eqs. (3.13){(3.14) represent in principle
23 = 8 conditions. We focus on the case (12; 23) = ( j12j; j23j), which, according to
ref. [36], where an analogous procedure is used in the contest of non-SUSY SO(10) GUT,
is a phenomenologically acceptable case.
The plots of m1 as a function of  are reported in gure 2. The solid and the broken
lines correspond to the curves m1(), derived, as explained before, from the two conditions
among real parameters obtained by (3.13) and (3.14), respectively. The solutions (m1; )

















Quark sector Neutrino sector
mu() 0:00067 GeV m
2
21() 11:7110 5 eV2




012 13:03 12 33:5
023 2:37 23 42:3
013 0:24 13 8:5
0 1:19 rad
Table 1. Input parameters. We use the up-quark masses renormalized to the scale  = 109 GeV
given in table IV in ref. [143]. neutrino's mass squared dierences are taken from the global t in
ref. [145] and renormalized to the scale  with a multiplicative factor r2 with r = 1:25 according to
the prescription in ref. [144]. The CKM mixing angles 0ij and CKM phase 
0 are derived from the
values of the Wolfenstein parameters given by the PDG [146]. The PMNS mixing angles are taken
from the global t in ref. [145]. Renormalization eects for the CKM and PMNS parameters have
been neglected.

















Figure 2. Plots of m1 in meV as a function of , when (12; 23) = ( 33:5; 42:3). The points
of intersections represent possible solutions for (m1; ).
correspond to the intersections between the two lines. Exploiting the constraints on the
imaginary parameters given by the same eqs. (3.13){(3.14) results in predictions for  and
 as well. Summarizing, the yet-unknown neutrino parameters m1, ,  and  are given,
in our approach, by the following two possibilities
m1 ' 2:510 3 eV  ' 0:6  ' 1:4  ' 0:9 (3.15)
which correspond to the upper or lower sign of the three phases. Current experimental
data have recently started to put constraints on the Dirac CP-violating phase and we can
compare with a recent result of global 3 oscillation analysis which give a 1 range = 2


















Most of the interest in the values of the masses of RH neutrinos lies in their double role
in the see-saw mechanism and in leptogenesis. Without loss of generality, it is convenient
to work in the basis where the RH neutrino mass matrix MR is diagonal. Since MR is
symmetric, it can be brought to diagonal form MdiagR = diag(M1;M2;M3) with real and
positive entries by means of a unitary matrix W :
MdiagR = W
yMRW  : (4.1)
We indicate the Dirac mass matrix in this basis as
m^D = mDW
: (4.2)
In this section we discuss the same case study of section 3.2, by setting (12; 23) =
( j12j; j23j). By arranging the ordering of RH neutrino masses according to M1 <
M2 < M3, our predictions for the RH masses are
M1 ' 3:5109 GeV M2 'M3 ' 8:7109 GeV (4.3)
The numerical dierences between the absolute values of each pair of solutions for  are neg-
ligible. There is no large hierarchy between the masses, and the RH spectrum is compact,
with values in the correct range for leptogenesis. Let us observe that the degeneracy of the
eigenstates M2 'M3 is lifted when the condition (3.6) is only approximately satised.
The CP asymmetry in the decay of the RH neutrino Ni (i = 1; 2; 3) to a lepton `





























































































P1e ' 0:02 P1 ' 0:42 P1 ' 0:56
P2e ' 7:4010 5 P2 ' 1:6210 3 P2 ' 0:99
P3e ' 7:4210 5 P3 ' 0:42 P3 ' 0:99
Washout parametersem1 ' 7:610 2 eV em2 ' 565 eV em3 ' 565 eV
Table 2. Leptogenesis washout projectors and parameters.
is the total Ni width. The rst term in eq. (4.4) comes from lepton-number-violating wave
and vertex diagrams, while the second term is from the lepton-number-conserving (but







which is also known as the eective washout parameter, parameterizes conveniently the
departure from thermal equilibrium of Ni-related processes (the larger emi, the closer to
thermal equilibrium the decays and inverse decays of Ni occur, thus suppressing the nal
lepton asymmetry).
The washout projector, Pi, projects the decay rate over the  avour, that is, it











Finally, the combination Pi emi projects the washout parameter over a particular avour
direction, and determines how strongly the lepton asymmetry of avour  is washed out.
Our results for the washout projectors and parameters are collected in table 2, given
the values found in eq. (3.15) (dierences for  > 0 or  < 0 are negligible). Our results
for the CP asymmetries are collected in table 3, for positive and negative values of ,
respectively.
In order to calculate the baryon asymmetry, we need to solve a set of Boltzmann
equations (BE) derived as in ref. [36]. We report here such derivation for convenience's
sake. By including for simplicity only decays and inverse decays, the BE for the RH
neutrino densities YNi and for Y , that is the asymmetry density of the charge B=3 L



















































1e ' ( 0:13; 0:03)10 5 1 ' ( 1:02; 1:39)10 5 1 ' (1:16; 1:37)10 5
2e ' (0:67; 1:01)10 9 2 ' (1:77; 1:88)10 8 2 ' (1:23; 1:31)10 5
3e ' (0:70; 1:02)10 9 3 ' (1:85; 1:91)10 8 3 ' (1:23; 1:31)10 5
Table 3. CP asymmetries, The rst and second values in parenthesis refer to positive and negative
values of , respectively, as given by eq. (3.15).
where Y eqN =
45
44g z
2K2(z) is the equilibrium density for the RH neutrinos with g = 106:75
and K2 the second order modied Bessel function of the second kind, 2Y eq` = Y eqH = 1542g
are respectively the equilibrium densities for lepton doublets and for the Higgs, and the
integration variable is z = M=T with T the temperature of the thermal bath. Here Y 
YB=3   YL where YL is the total lepton density asymmetry in the  avour which
also includes the asymmetries in the RH lepton singlets. Since RH neutrinos only interact
with lepton doublets, the right hand side of the second equation of eqs. (4.9) involves
only the LH lepton doublets density asymmetry in a given avour , Y` = AY
with A the avour mixing matrix [160, 161] given in eq. (4.10). In equation (4.9) it is
also used YH = CY the Higgs density asymmetry with C [162] given in (4.10) and
Ni = PiNi (no sum over i). The A avour mixing matrix and the C vectors in the
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1CA ;
C =   1
358
(37; 52; 52) : (4.10)
We have solved numerically the BE in eq. (4.9) and found the baryon asymmetry generated







Our average result is
YB ' 2:1910 10 (4.12)
which correspond to the input parameters in eq. (3.15) with positive . By comparing
with experimental data, we nd it suciently close to the experimental value to be phe-
nomenologically acceptable. Indeed, recent combined Planck and WMAP CMB measure-
ments [166, 167] yield, at 95% c.l.
Y
P=WMAP
B = (8:58 0:22)10 11: (4.13)
Let us underline that it is not a trivial result to recover the sign and the order of magnitude

















Comparison with data allows us to discard the second possibility granted by (3.15),
corresponding to  < 0, which results in a negative value YB '  0:2310 11. Let us
observe that a small dierence of input parameters can have a non negligible impact on the
values of leptogenesis asymmetries, in contrast to what happens for the values of masses
m1 and Mi.
5 Phenomenology in neutron-antineutron physics
The mass matrix MNPRH has to have eigenvalues smaller than the LR symmetry breaking
scale vR:
ME2RH;1;2;3 < v1;2 < vR




So, the scale MF2 has to be MF2  109 GeV. This case is compatible with the natural
situation MF2 'MS .17
On the other hand, the string scale has necessary to be higher than the RH neutrino
mass, i.e. MS > 10
9 GeV. These bounds have important implications for other signatures
in phenomenology.
Neutron-antineutron transitions generated by new physics at a scale 300  1000 TeV
can be tested in the next generation of experiments. In particular the AB-model predicts



















cdc; ucuc ;dcdc are the sextets contained in 
c. This can









A conservative assumption on the sextets, in order to avoid FCNCs bounds, is Mucuc '
Mdcdc > 100 TeV (with f11 ' 1). Calling x = v2=MSUSY, FCNCs bounds will constrains
MS ; e
 SE20 ; x as
x 1MSe+S
0
E2 > 100 TeV
at system with MSUSY > 10
9 GeV, v1;2 < vR and MSUSY MS . These bounds correspond
to several dierent regions of the parameters space, compatible with neutrino physics. As
a consequence, our model provides a viable way to generate a Majorana mass for the
neutron testable in the next generation of experiments.18 On the the other hand, the
17As a consequence, our model is not compatible with a TeV-ish LR symmetric model.

















generation of such a B L violating operator can be dangerous in combination with B+L
violating sphalerons: they can wash-out an initial lepton number asymmetry generated
by RH neutrinos decays. Of course, they can regenerate the correct amount of baryon
asymmetry through a post-sphaleron mechanism, as discussed in [6, 18]. On the other
hand, from a string theory prospective, it is reasonable to consider the case in which
the strength of the eective operators coupling six quarks increases as a dynamical eld
from the early Universe to the present epoch. Moduli stabilization is one of the most
challenging problem in string theory, because it necessary involves non-perturbative eects
such as uxes and stringy instantons. In string theory, coupling constants, such em and
so on, are functions of dynamical moduli f(i), that in turn have to be somehow stabilized.
However, in principle, moduli can undergo a slow cosmological evolution rather than being
exactly constant in time. As a result, a slowly growing coupling can be naturally envisaged
in string inspired models. A natural ansatz can be a solitonic solution in time connecting to
constant asymptotes. The naturalness of such a proposal is also supported by the fact that
usually the dependence of coupling constants on moduli is of exponential type. In our case,
we can suggest a solitonic solution growing from Gnn(t  te:w)  Gnn(te:w  t  tBBN)
to Gnn, where Gnn is bounded by direct laboratory limits. Under this general assumption,
we also avoid cosmological limits from BBN (Big Bang Nucleosynthesis). Let us remark
that the moduli dependence of Gnn could enter from the non-perturbative mixing of 10-
plets , i.e. in instantonic geometric moduli. Of course, such a proposal deserves future
investigations in global stringy models, beyond the purposes of this paper.
6 Conclusions and remarks
In this paper, we have considered an alternative see-saw mechanism produced by exotic
instantons rather than by spontaneous symmetry breaking. We have named this mechanism
\exotic see-saw" mechanism, since exotic instantons generate the main contribution to the
mass matrix of RH neutrinos. We have embedded such a mechanism in an (un)oriented
string model with intersecting D-branes and E-branes, giving rise to a Pati-Salam like model
in the low energy limit, plus extra non-perturbative couplings. The specic unoriented
quiver theory that we have considered was largely inspired by the one suggested in [47].
The present model has a predictive power in low energy observables, not common to other
see-saw models.
Our model makes precise predictions for low energy physics, from the acquisition of
11 inputs from neutrino physics. Seven degrees of freedom parameterize the geometry of
the mixed disk amplitudes, i.e. of E2-instanton intersecting D6-branes' stacks. We have
reconstructed the seven geometric parameters associated to the exotic instanton and we
have predictions to compare with the next generation of experiments. This will allow
to indirectly test if the E2-instanton considered really dominates the mass terms in the
neutrino sector. We have considered a class of mixed disk amplitudes producing a RH
neutrino mass matrix with quasi degenerate spectrum of eigenvalues. The compactness of
the RH neutrino spectrum is geometrically understood in terms of mixed disk amplitudes

















a successful baryogenesis through RH neutrinos decays. In our model, a 13 6= 0 is com-
patible with leptogenesis and other neutrino physics bounds. Our model is also suggesting
other possible signatures in neutron-antineutron transitions [47]. On the other hand, our
model is assuming a supersymmetry breaking scale MSUSY  1 TeV as well as a Left-Right
symmetry scale MLR  1 TeV. A possible discover of Supersymmetry of Left-Right sym-
metry at LHC or future high energy colliders would rule out our model. In conclusion, our
model provides a unifying picture of particles and interactions that will be indirectly tested
from dierent low energy channels in neutrino physics, avor changing neutral currents,
neutron-antineutron transitions and LHC.
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